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1. Cut along the thick black lines to get a big square.
2. Fold edge A1 over dotted line A to meet edge A2.
3. Fold corner B1 over line B to meet point B2.
4. Lift corner C1 and fold over line C to meet edge C2.
5. Fold edge D1 over line D to meet edge D2.
6. Fold edge E1 over line E to meet edge E2.
7. Cut along dotted line F.
8. Open out your shape. It is a pentagon!
9. Find line G. Fold from the middle along G to the edge. The letter G should come
      towards you and the letter C should go away from you.
10. Work your way around the star, folding every other crease so that it comes towards
      you. Fold the creases in between so they go away from you.
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1. Cut along the thick black lines to get a big square.
2. Fold edge A1 over dotted line A to meet edge A2.
3. Fold corner B1 over line B to meet point B2.
4. Lift corner C1 and fold over line C to meet edge C2.
5. Fold edge D1 over line D to meet edge D2.
6. Fold edge E1 over line E to meet edge E2.
7. Cut along dotted line F.
8. Open out your shape. It is a pentagon!
9. Find line G. Bend the crease along G so that, when folded, the letter G comes towards
      you and the letter C is away from you.
10. Work your way around the star, folding every other crease so that it comes towards
      you. Fold the creases in between so they go away from you.
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